Call for Posters
This year, ASIACCS will again include a poster session to provide a forum for presenting and
discussing work in progress, upcoming research challenges, new research directions, and novel
approaches in the field of computer and communications security. High-quality poster presentations are
an important part of ASIACCS. We particularly value posters on interdisciplinary work among
researchers from different disciplines and/or joint work among academia and industry.

Submission Guidelines
Authors are asked to submit a short proposal that describes the main contributions of the poster.
Proposals should contain a brief abstract, place an emphasis on the motivation for the work, and
summarize contributions being presented. Preliminary results may also be included. The proposal
should clearly state the difference of the work that will be presented with any paper published or under
submission on the same topic. Presentation proposals will be evaluated primarily on their potential to
stimulate interesting discussions, facilitate the exchange of ideas, and promote collaborations. Authors
of accepted poster proposals will be provided instructions for preparing the posters. Tripods will be
provided to display all accepted posters.
Proposals must follow the new ACM conference template (Use sigconf style), with 3 pages maximum
(i.e., including title, abstract, content, and any references). Proposals are not blinded, and must contain
the authors’ names, affiliations, and contact information. All poster titles must begin with the keyword
“POSTER:”. Submissions that are not formatted as described above risk rejection without review. All
submissions must designate a single corresponding author. At least one presenter per accepted poster
must register for the conference. The accepted posters will be published in the proceedings.

Poster Session Co-Chairs
 Manuel Egele, Boston University, USA

Important Information





Submission link: https://asiaccs19posters.hotcrp.com
Submission deadline: April 19, 2018, AOE.
Author Notification: April 24, 2018
Camera-ready Poster Due: April 30, 2018

Contact
For any CFP-related questions, do not hesitate to contact the poster chair Manuel Egele at
megele@bu.edu.

